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I. I NTRODUCTION
Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRAs) have
emerged as promising reconfigurable accelerators, offering
superior power efficiency compared to the FPGAs by maintaining reconfigurability at the word/instruction level. CGRAs
appear commercially in Samsung Exynos 7420 SoC [1], Intel
Configurable Spatial Accelerator [2], Sambanova RDU [3],
Renesas Configurable Processor [4], and academic ones like
HyCUBE [5], [6] among others. The simplest CGRA architecture has a set of processing elements (PE) interconnected
in a grid [7]. Each PE comprises a register file, ALU, and
a control memory to store instructions that are executed in a
time-multiplexed nature. CGRAs are statically scheduled; thus,
they do not need hardware structures for conflict resolution
and synchronization, which makes them lightweight. In recent
years, various CGRA architectures [5], [8]–[10] have been
proposed with performance-enhancing features.
The recent success of the FPGAs can be primarily attributed
to the quality design tools such as Vivado for high-level
synthesis and open-source VTR [11] for FPGA architecture
exploration and CAD research. In contrast, open-source CGRA
design and exploration tools are in their infancy. Table I lists
differentiating features of existing open-source CGRA design
frameworks [12]–[15]. CGRA-ME [12] is a compilation and
RTL generation framework for classic CGRA architectures.
However, it only supports simple kernels without control divergence (if-then-else constructs) within the loop body and has
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Abstract—This paper presents Morpher, an open-source endto-end compilation and simulation framework, to assist design
space exploration and application-level developments of CGRAbased systems. Morpher can take an application with a computeintensive kernel as input, compile the kernel onto a user-provided
CGRA architecture, and automatically validate the compiled kernels through cycle-accurate simulation using test data extracted
from the application. Morpher can handle real-world application
kernels without being limited to simple toy kernels through its
feature-rich compiler. Morpher architecture description language
lets users easily specify architectural features such as complex
interconnects, multi-hop routing, and memory organizations. In
the experimental study, we evaluate Morpher against the stateof-the-art and demonstrate Morpher’s ability to provide end-toend compilation, simulation, and validation. Morpher is available
online at https://github.com/ecolab-nus/morpher.
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limited support for loops with recurrence edges (inter-iteration
dependencies). Most loop kernels on real-world applications
that could be accelerated on a CGRA have some form of
conditional inside the loop body [16], [17]. Additionally,
conditional instructions are inserted into the loop body by
loop flattening; an important optimization used to reduce
the invocation overhead of nested loops [18]. Therefore, the
CGRA-ME framework’s applicability in practical applications
is constrained by its limited support for control divergence and
recurrence edges. Additionally, CGRA-ME avoids memory
modeling and covers only the basic architectural features of the
CGRA PE array. Furthermore, no open-source tool is available
for simulating the compilation result of CGRA-ME.
A design space exploration framework for CGRA called Pillars [13] supports automatic RTL code generation and cycleaccurate simulation based on scala-based architectural description language. However, as Pillars employs the CGRA-ME
framework for front-end compilation, it also suffers from most
of the drawbacks of CGRA-ME. The two other prominent
CGRA frameworks, OpenCGRA [14] and CCF [15] support
kernels with control divergence and recurrence edges. However, their mappers are not architecture adaptive, necessitating
code-level modifications to target new CGRA architectures.
Except for CGRA-ME, all other tools support cycle-accurate
simulation, but only with the user’s assistance in creating
separate test benches with test data. None supports automatic
test data generation or validation of CGRA execution against
test data extracted from the application.
We propose Morpher, an open-source, fully automated endto-end CGRA compilation and simulation framework, to realize fully functional CGRA designs. Morpher supports kernels
with control divergence and recurrence edges allowing the user
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Fig. 1. Overview of Morpher Framework

to compile real application kernels without being restricted
to simple kernels. It allows users to define complex CGRA
architectures with various memory organizations and interconnects through a flexible architecture specification language.
Morpher can compile complex kernels more quickly thanks to
efficient mapping algorithms. Furthermore, Morpher validates
the compilation result by running simulations with test data
automatically extracted from the target application.
II. M ORPHER
A. Overview
Fig. 1 illustrates the overall Morpher framework, including
its current status and future development plan. The shaded
portions represent implemented functionality, whereas unshaded portions represent upcoming planned integration. The
pieces of the framework are numbered for easy reference.
The framework has two inputs: application source code with
annotated kernel 1 , and the abstract architecture model 4 .
The main components of the framework are Data-Flow Graph
(DFG) generation 2 , test data generation 3 , CGRA Mapper
5 , and C++ Simulator 6 .
CGRAs target loop kernels where the application spends a
significant fraction of the execution time. The DFG generator
is an LLVM-based pass that extracts the DFG of the target
loop annotated in the application source code. Additionally,
it constructs the multi-bank data layout by allocating kernel
variables onto the memories of the target CGRA. The test
data generator creates the data required for simulation and
verification.
The CGRA mapper maps the extracted DFG onto the CGRA
fabric to maximize parallelism by exploiting intra- and interiteration parallelism with software pipelining (i.e., modulo
scheduling) [19]. Morpher supports a rich set of primitive
constructs that not only model functional units and register
files but also complex software-defined routers and multibanked memories accessible via shared bus interfaces. The architecture is modeled as a time-extended resource graph called
Modulo Routing Resource Graph (MRRG) [20], [21]where
the nodes of the DFG are mapped to the time-space resource
instances to maximize throughput. The resultant mapping
configuration file describes the configuration for each resource
cycle-by-cycle. Finally, the simulator uses the mapping configurations and the test data to simulate the execution of the
application on the specified architecture.
Unshaded portions in Fig. 1 are from Pillars framework [13],
which we intend to integrate into Morpher. We believe this

Ports Connections
"PE":{
"INPUTS" : [ “WI",“EI"] ,
"OUTPUTS" : ["WO","EO"] ,
"SUBMODS" : {
"FU":[{"name":"FU0"}], "RF":[{"name":"RF0"}]},
"CONNECTIONS" : {
"THIS.EI" : ["FU0.I1","FU0.I2","FU0.P“, "RF0.WP”],
"THIS.WI" : ["FU0.I1","FU0.I2","FU0.P“, "RF0.WP"],
"RF0.RP0" : ["FU0.I1","FU0.I2","FU0.P","THIS.EO","THIS.WO"],
"FU0.T" : ["RF0.WP","THIS.EO","THIS.WO"]
}
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Fig. 2. An example of two input two output Processing Element model written
in Morpher ADL. The definition of internal connections of primitive (RF, FU)
modules are not shown.

integration will work well because while Pillars offers a full
hardware-centric feature set such as automatic RTL generation,
Verilator-based simulation, and FPGA emulation, Morpher
offers a comprehensive front-end compiler toolchain.
B. DFG and Data Layout Generation
CGRA designs employ a variety of execution paradigms
(control flow handling techniques, address generation models, memory models), and the compiler should generate a
DFG to fit into the execution paradigm of the target CGRA.
Morpher DFG generator currently supports DFG generation
for multiple execution paradigms, including different control
flow handling techniques (partial predication, full predication,
dual-issue [16]), load-store address generation models (on
array address generation, decoupled access execute/stream
dataflow [22]), and memory models (memory-mapped slave).
Morpher creates the multi-bank data layout by allocating
the live-in/live-out variables (scalar and arrays) in the memory
banks. It currently supports simple data placement policies
to distribute data uniformly on multiple banks based on data
size or the number of variables. The base addresses of array
variables and addresses of scalar variables are recorded in the
data layout file. The address information is also embedded in
the corresponding DFG nodes as constants.
C. Abstract Architecture Specifications
Morpher abstract architecture description language (ADL)
is designed for flexibility to cover diverse CGRA architectures.
It comprises three main components: Modules, Ports, and
Connections. Modules model hardware blocks such as PEs,
RFs, ALUs, LSUs, and Memories. Ports establish connections
between modules that carry data between producers and consumers. Connections describe the connectivity among ports.
Fig. 2 shows an example of a processing element with a FU,
RF with two registers, two inputs, and two outputs modeled
in Morpher ADL.
Generally, CGRAs have a hierarchical module structure;
thus, a module could contain a list of sub-modules. There are
three primitive modules in Morpher ADL, Functional Units
(FU), Register Files (RFs), and Memory Units (MU) which
could collectively model any number of custom modules as
required. Multiplexers are inferred through the connections
rather than being explicitly modeled.
FU can model hardware ALUs (Arithmetic logic unit)
and LSUs (Load store unit). FU is composed of an internal
structure called Data Path (DP), a list of supported operations,

and operation latency. DP eventually gets mapped with a DFG
node. RF models register files with a configurable number of
registers and read/write ports. RF is composed of an internal
structure called REGs that models registers. REGs could also
be used to model scattered registers inside any module. MU
models memories in detail: bank sizes (bit width and depth),
number of read/write ports and allocated variables.
Morpher ADL provides a special syntactic sugar to automatically connect the PEs and MUs according to a given
interconnection pattern eliminating the need for the user to
specify all connections between PEs/MUs to populate CGRA.
D. CGRA Mapper
The CGRA Mapper takes the DFG and the abstract architecture description file and generates mapping configurations. Initiation Interval (II), the cycle difference between the initiation
of two consecutive loop iterations, determines the throughput
of the kernel. Therefore the goal of the mapper is to generate
a mapping with the lowest possible II. The lower bound of
II, i.e., Minimum II (MII), is derived based on the CGRA
resource availability and the recurrence dependencies in the
kernel [19]. The mapper attempts to map the loop starting
with II set to MII and iteratively increments II by one until a
feasible schedule is obtained.
Initially, Morpher analyses the connectivity between MUs
and FUs. MUs are already allocated with the variables. Therefore some variables could only be accessed by some FUs.
All FUs are then annotated with accessible variable names
(as possible candidates for memory operation placements).
Thereafter it sorts the nodes of the DFG in a topological
ordering to create a scheduling list. The subsets of nodes that
belong to recurrence cycles are prioritized according to the
size of the cycle [23]. Each node of the scheduling list is
mapped to a space-time instance of the supported FU node of
MRRG such that it utilizes the ports that result in the least
accumulated cost when routing data from the parent nodes of
the current mapping node. We employ Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm in establishing such routes and allow the ports to be
over-subscribed if necessary.
Morpher iteratively resolves over-subscriptions after obtaining the initial mapping. Morpher currently supports three
approaches to resolve over subscriptions: adaptive-heuristicbased approach inspired by SPR [24], Simulated Annealing
(SA) based approach [25], and learning-induced approach
(LISA [26]). In the heuristic-based approach, the cost of
the over-subscribed ports is increased for the next mapping
iterations. When the mapping converges, the resources with
the most demand are more likely to be used for mapping the
dependencies with fewer options for routing compared to the
competitors. In SA based approach, the node placement is
changed based on an SA-based cooling schedule. With LISA,
the node placement is guided by labels inferred from a trained
Graph Neural Network (GNN) model. We deem the mapping a
success where none of the resources are over-subscribed. Note
that our modular code base makes it easy for researchers to
add their mapping methods to the Morpher toolchain. In the

future, we plan to incorporate hierarchical mapping approaches
for better scalability [27]–[29] and include automated design
space exploration of heterogeneous CGRA architectures [30].
E. Test Data Generation
Morpher automatically instruments, i.e., inserts data recording functions, to the application C source code. The recording
functions can capture live-in and live-out variables of the
target loop kernel. These recording functions are automatically
inserted into the basic blocks that enter and exit the target
loop kernel. The instrumented C program is then executed
in a general purpose processor to record the live-in/liveout variables as test data. These test data are passed to the
simulator, which uses live-in variables as initial data and the
live-out variables as the expected result for verification.
F. Simulation and Verification
Morpher simulator is a model of the CGRA composed
of functional units, registers, multiplexers, and memories.
Currently, the Morpher simulator only models the variations of
HyCUBE CGRA architecture [5], [6]. The CGRA model acts
as a memory-mapped slave device to a host processor. First,
the live-in variables recorded from the test data generator are
loaded for each memory unit. Then the simulator executes
operations mapped on the FUs, multiplexes the data, and
writes the data to registers on a cycle basis following the
mapping configurations. The post-simulation memory content
is validated against the expected results. Once integrated with
the Pillars framework, Morpher would be able to support RTL
generation and FPGA emulation in addition to architecture
adaptive simulation.
G. Open-source Artifact
Morpher open-source artifact contains the entire framework
built in C++. Morpher is available online at https://github.com/
ecolab-nus/morpher. A single python script invokes the tool,
and multiple verified test cases are provided for reference.
Furthermore, the open-source repository contains Continuous
Integration (CI) workflows for automatically running functional tests in each code update to assure error-free code.
III. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
This study aims to demonstrate key features of the Morpher
framework: 1) Quality and faster compilation, 2) the ability to
map real applications kernels with automated verification, and
3) the ability to model diverse CGRA architectures.
A. Mapping Quality and Compilation time
We compare Morpher’s mapping results (II and compilation time) with those of CGRA-ME, the only open-source
framework available for architecture-adaptive compilation. We
map the kernels from polybench benchmark suite [32] to a
4x4 CGRA with 2-D mesh interconnection topology. Each
PE has RFs of 4 registers, and all PEs have access to the
memory. For a fair comparison, both tools take similar DFGs
as input. Table III shows the results. All three mapping
methods (heuristic, SA, and LISA) in Morpher achieve the
minimum possible II for all the DFGs, while CGRA-ME failed

TABLE II
A SUMMARY OF 4 X 4 CGRA ARCHITECTURE EXPLORATION CASE STUDIES CONDUCTED USING M ORPHER
MII
Architecture Casestudies
Generic CGRA [31]
ALU-Independent Routing [8], [10]
Multi-Hop Routing [5]
2-Hops
3-Hops
4-Hops
Multi-Hop Scattered Registers 4-Hops
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CGRA-ME
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2
2
2
2
5
2
1
1
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2
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2
3
2
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Compilation time (s)
CGRA-ME
Morpher
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1540
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13
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14
280
10
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22
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81
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10
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109
11
348.83
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This study demonstrates how Morpher can be used to
accelerate real applications on CGRA-based systems. It also
highlights the importance of supporting control divergence
and recurrence edges. The target application, Microspeech
(wake-word detection), selected from the tinyML benchmark
suite [33], uses deep neural network (DNN). The target CGRA
is 4x4 HyCUBE with a partial predication-based execution
model [5]. Microspeech application consists of a neural network with a CONV and fully connected layers. The CONV
layer is accelerated on HyCUBE by lowering it to the GEMM
kernel [34]. Two variations of the GEMM kernel, unrolled
(GEMM-U) and unrolled-flattened (GEMM-U-F), are shown
in Listing 1.
Table IV shows the total execution time of the CONV layer
with those GEMM versions. GEMM-U kernel reduces the
compute time by nearly half compared to the original GEMM
kernel due to high MAC utilization in unrolled mapping. The
flattened kernel does not have invocation overheads present
in the other two kernels [18]. Therefore, GEMM-U-F offers
the best total execution time compared to other kernels. Note
that loop flattening removes the inner loops by introducing
conditional statements inside the loop body. It also adds a
longer recurrence edge to the loop body [18]. The Morpher
successfully compiles the kernels because it handles control
divergence and recurrence edges. Furthermore, it automatically
verifies the compiled kernels by running simulations using preprocessed audio data extracted from the application.
C. Modeling complex CGRAs
We evaluated the various features that are modeled by
Morpher using a 4x4 CGRA instance, as summarized in
Table II.
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Compile
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3
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7
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Compile
Time (m)
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88
96
39
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18

Nodes

II (MII)

26
58
79

4 (4)
6 (4)
8 (8)

Compute
time (ms)
2.70
1.17
1.31

Data transfer
time (ms)
3.39
3.39
1.79

Total execution
time (ms)*
6.09
4.56
3.10

Execution times are calculated at 488 MHz CGRA frequency and 50 MBps host to
CGRA data transfer rate. The execution time is the elapsed time between the host CPU
invoking the CONV layer and the results being written back into the host memory.

for (i=0;i<R1; i++)
for (j=0;j<C2; j++)
for (k=0;k<C1; k=k+4): //map this (GEMM-U)
O[i][j] += W[i][k]* I[k][j]+ W[i][k+1]* I[k+1][j]
+ W[i][k+2]* I[k+2][j]+W[i][k+3]* I[k+3][j];

6

8

B. Accelerating real applications on CGRA

23
18
14
13
13
13

Kernel

3

to do so for five kernels. Furthermore, the Morpher LISA
mapping approach [26] is the fastest, compiling 13.3x faster
than CGRA-ME on average.

II

Compile
Time (m)
367
22
12
8
4
3

TABLE IV
E XECUTION TIME COMPARISON OF M ICROSPEECH CONV LAYER ON 4 X 4
H Y CUBE CGRA

TABLE III
M APPING QUALITY AND COMPILATION TIME COMPARISON
Benchmark

dct
9

for (n=0;n<R1*C2*C1; n++){: //map this (GEMM-U-F)
O[i][j] += W[i][k]* I[k][j]+ W[i][k+1]* I[k+1][j]
+ W[i][k+2]* I[k+2][j]+W[i][k+3]* I[k+3][j];k+=4;
if(k+1>=C1) {k=0; ++j;} if(j==C2) {j=0; ++i;}}
Listing 1. Two versions of GEMM kernel

We describe a set of architectures in the first column that
introduce richer interconnection resources to the baseline (e.g.,
introducing switches, multi-hop links, etc). The trend shows
that Morpher utilizes such resources to improve II towards MII
while reducing compilation time. Note that MII is independent
of interconnection resources and is only dependent on the
kernel and PE array size. ALU-independent routing architectures [8], [10] use configurable switches to perform data routing as opposed to generic CGRA, which routes data through
ALU [31]. It can bring about 66% throughput improvement.
Furthermore, single-cycle multi-hop connections [5] allows
71% throughput improvement (at 4-hop point). Using scattered
registers in the wires (also known as pipeline registers) instead
of register files can give a clear area and power advantage.
Compilation results show they provide nearly identical performance (with a similar number of registers), highlighting the
benefit of employing scattered registers.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Morpher presents a unified compiler and simulation framework. Morpher has the ability to model modern CGRA architectures, map complex workloads with a higher mapping
quality at a shorter compilation time, and automatically verify
the mapping results through cycle-accurate simulation.
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